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Intelligent automation means faster delivery 

 
Arvato Supply Chain Solutions relies on hybrid 
live Chatbot solution in Customer Service  

 

November 2, 2021 
Guetersloh – Arvato Supply Chain Solutions is optimizing its customer 
service in the future with the use of a hybrid live chatbot solution for e-
commerce customers from fashion, beauty, and lifestyle industries. 
The new solution, which is fully integrated into the CRM and contact 
center software used by Arvato from BSI Business Systems 
Integration, gives customer service agents a 360-degree view of all 
processes and the entire communication history – including those in 
the chatbot with the customer. This ensures a seamless transfer of 
information between the virtual agent and the employee in customer 
service across all contact channels.  
 
"Live chats are usually operated as separate tools in the market. As a result, 
the greatest reason for customer frustration is when a chatbot cannot offer a 
case-closing solution and the customer must explain their concern to the real 
agent once again from the beginning,” explains Christina Frank, Vice 
President Customer Service at Arvato Supply Chain Solutions. "We are 
convinced that the interaction between virtual and human agents is crucial 
for a unique service experience, which is why we have chosen a hybrid 
solution with which we can manage the transition seamlessly and without 
any information loss." Together with the software company BSI and the chat 
provider and AI company Enterprise Bot, Arvato has designed a solution that 
combines integrated technology and existing data in a comprehensive way, 
setting a new standard in the market. 
 
Thanks to artificial intelligence, the chatbot is able to start partially and fully 
automated processes in the BSI system, direct relevant questions to the 
customer, and provide necessary answers. The chatbot can hand over the 
chat with the customer to an agent in customer service seamlessly at any 
time. The decision to hand over is made either through the process itself, or 
via a "sentiment analysis" or mood recognition, which includes the risk of 
escalation, among other factors. If customer service from Arvato Supply 
Chain Solutions takes over, thanks to the integration of the chatbot in BSI, 
the agent can use the same user interface for all input channels and initiate 
further processes direct in the CRM system. Additionally, the entire previous 
communication flow is visible, including between bot and customer, so that 
the agent always has a 360-degree view on previous interactions with the 
customer.  
 
This view is much more complete than the one a traditional provider of 
customer service would have; as an end-to-end provider, Arvato is 
responsible for the complete process along the supply chain. This gives the 
company access to all data collected for the online order including the 



 
 

complete customer communication as well as all logistics, order, tracking 
and financial data. Christina Frank: "This wealth of information enables our 
customer service agents to create unique, personalized service experiences 
for customers, and the chatbot can also use it as part of further service 
automation." 
 
The new system also supports Arvato’s strategy of placing the end customer 
at the center of all processes when implementing client specific solutions. 
"We focus the use of chatbots on only a few contact reasons, specifically 
those which make up a sizable portion of the volume," explains Christina 
Frank. "We invest in automated services for these simple issues. As a result, 
agents have more time for the interactions with customers who have more 
complex problems needing more assistance. The agent can then transport 
the brand image or service promise of the fashion, beauty and lifestyle 
company more intensively, and contribute to a better customer experience 
and higher customer loyalty."  
 
The introduction of the hybrid live chatbot solution, scheduled to start 
operationally at the beginning of 2022, is also a crucial step for Arvato 
Supply Chain Solutions in making customer service future-proof. Bernhard 
Egger, Retail Community Manager at BSI: "Customer communication is 
increasing shifting from email to chat – a development clearly recognizable 
in the USA and Asia already. In Europe, we expect a shift of volume from 20 
to 30 percent in e-commerce in the next two to three years." To counter this 
change, the chatbot solution is currently being integrated into the BSI 
Customer Suite and the six main European languages are being 
incorporated – always with a view to the specific communication behaviour 
of customers in the respective country. This means that the approximately 
four hundred agents Arvato employs at several international locations who 
service customers in eleven languages and cover the entire European 
economic area will be well equipped for future challenges in customer 
service. 
 
 
About Arvato Supply Chain Solutions: 
 
Arvato Supply Chain Solutions is an innovative and international leading 
service provider in the field of supply chain management and e-commerce. 
Partners come together with industry specialists in the fields of 
Telecommunication, Tech, Corporate Information Management, Healthcare, 
Consumer Products and Publisher. About 15,000 employees work together to 
provide practical and relevant solutions and services worldwide. Using the 
latest digital technology, Arvato develops, operates and optimizes complex 
global supply chains and e-commerce platforms, as the strategic growth 
partner for its customers. Arvato combines the know-how of its employees 
with the right technology and appropriate business processes to measurably 
increase the productivity and performance of its partners. 
 
For more information, please visit http://www.arvato-supply-chain.com.  

http://www.arvato-supply-chain.com/


 
 

 
Arvato Supply Chain Solutions is part of Arvato, a leading international service 
provider. More than 70,000 employees in almost 40 countries develop and 
implement innovative solutions for business customers all over the world. 
These include SCM and IT solutions as well as financial and customer 
communication services, which are continuously developed with a focus on 
innovations in automation and data/analytics.  
 
Globally renowned companies from a wide variety of industries – from 
telecommunications providers and energy providers to banks and insurance 
companies, e-commerce, IT and Internet providers – rely on Arvato’s portfolio 
of solutions. 
 
Arvato is a division of Bertelsmann. 


